Big data: Regression + Logistic
Regression days 1 + 2
Roger Bohn
April 2018

Draws heavily on notes by Prof. Matt Taddy,
University of Chicago Booth School of Business

Introduce continuous outcomes aka “regression”
Setting up linear models:
Dummy variables for ‘factors’
Modeling nonlinearities: interactions
Transformations e.g. square, log of x
Interpreting regression Results:
Physical meaning of the coefficients
Importance vs statistical significance
Measure overall model performance: Mean Absolute Error
Other differences of BDA vs Classical Stats = Hypothesis testing
Homework: estimating EPA fuel efficiency
Using Rattle and R together
Transforming data

Learning Objectives week 4
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Resources for Mining +
R language
https://bda2020.wordpress.com/
2018/04/10/resources-for-r-language/
R References: How do I do xyzzy in R?
Use these to look up specific tasks. How do I …. Remove all rows that meet certain criteria; find all dates in an
unstructured text; Merge two datasets; and so forth.

Excellent for quickly looking up “how do I do that in R?” http://proquest.safaribooksonline.com/
9781449363086 (Read access only. You can print only one page at a time.) Much of this book is also
available as a web site.
http://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-1-4842-0130-5
Similar to R Cookbooks but not as thorough. However, this one is downloadable.
http://proquest.safaribooksonline.com/9781449358204
An excellent reference book on R. (Read access only. You can print only one page at a time.)

Textbooks on Data Mining using R
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These books are the ones to study when you want to learn a data mining technique. All of them use R as the primary
language.

R

Quick Reference Card
The R Screen
Title bar

Download
Packages

Menu bar

Close button

Toolbars

Essentials:
q() quit. You will be asked if “Save
workspace?” type “y” to save to .RData
in current directory
<- or = assignment. e.g. x<-15
help(command) gives syntax, details
and examples.
apropos("topic1") lists commands
relevant to topic1
help.start() start browser help

Input and Data Frames:

Get a
cheat
sheet
(or 3)!

source("file1") run the commands in
file1
read.table("file1") read data from file1
into a dataframe, which is a special
type of list.
read.csv("filename",header=TRUE)
with defaults set for reading commadelimited files

Data Creation

data.frame(x=x1, y=y1) creates a
dataframe with two columns, x and y
m1$a1 variable a1 in data frame m1

c(...) generic function to combine arguments with the default forming a
vector; eg v1 <- c(1,2,3) creates a string of numbers
from:to generates a sequence
seq(from,to) generates a sequence by= specifies increment;
length=specifies desired length
seq(along=x) generates 1, 2, ..., length(along); useful for for-loops
rep(x,times) replicate x times; use each= to repeat “each” element of
x each times. rep(c(1,2,3),2) is 1 2 3 1 2 3; rep(c(1,2,3),each=2) is 1 1
2233
array(x,dim=) array with data x; specify dimensions like dim=c(3,4,2);
elements of x recycle if x is not long enough

write.csv(data,file=”a.csv”) re-save
imported data

Managing Variables & Objects
dir() shows files in the current directory
ls() lists all objects in workspace
attach(x1) put variables in dataframe
x1 into search path so that a1 can be
used for x1$a1
detach(x1) remove from search path

matrix(x,nrow=nr,ncol=nc) generates matrix; elements of x may
recycle

library(a) load the “a” package

factor(x,levels=) encodes a vector x as a factor

factor(x) convert numeric x to a factor

cbind(a1,b1,c1) binds columns into a matrix
rbind(a1,b1,c1) binds rows into a matrix

is.factor(), is.matrix(), is.numeric()
look for attributes

rnorm(n, m,sigma) generate n random numbers from normal
distribution with mean=m, standard deviation=sigma

is.na(x) returns true if x == NA, i.e.x is
missing

rchisq(), rf(), runif(), rbinom() generate random numbers from ChiSquare, F, Uniform, and Binomial Distributions

which(x1==a1) returns indices of x1
where x1==a1

as.matrix(), as.numeric() conversions
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Problem: predict fuel use
If-Else Command

2013 CustomGuide

predict(lm1, newdata = data2) prediction and
confidence intervals for new x values

summary(lm1) prints coefficient estimates and F test for
coefficient equals to zero

y ∼ x1 + I(x1^2) (quadratic in x1)
lm1 <- lm(formula1) a linear models object

y ∼ x1 + x2 + x3 main effects for 3 predictors
y ∼ x1 + x2 + x1:x2 main effects and interactions
To enforce arithmetic within a formula use I() as in

Formula: the first argument of lm() can have the form

lm( y∼ x, data = data1) If x is quantitative, a regression
of y on x; If x is a factor, the analysis of variance.

qnorm(), qchisq(), qf() quantiles, inverse CDF

pnorm(), pchisq(), pf() (CDF) Statistical tables for pvalues. (Use 1 - these to get upper tail probability)

quantiles(x, .95) ﬁnd the 95th percentile

summary(data.frame) prints summary of each column

IT Services | Academic Technologies | http://it-training.uchicago.edu | 773.834.8248

e.g. function(x,y){ y*var(x) } in which x is a vector, y is a
scalar.

function(x,y) generate a function with two arguments

while (condition2) {stuff} While-Loop, Repeat ”stuff”
until condition2 is false

else {stuff2}

if (condition1) {stuff1}

for (i in 1:n) { stuff } For-Loop, Repeat “stuff” n times

Logical Comparisons: ==, <=, >=

Programming

colMeans(x) column means

rowMeans(x) row means

colsum(x) sum of columns for a matrix-like object

rowsum(x) sum of rows for a matrix-like object

solve(a) matrix inverse of a

solve(a,b) solves a %*% x = b for x

x%*%y matrix multiplication x times y

diag(x) diagonal elements

summary(x) prints quartiles, mean, min, and max

cor(m), cor(x,y) show correlations within matrix m or
between vectors x and y

t(x) transpose of matrix x

max(), min(), mean(), median(), sum(), var() as named

ncol(x) number of columns

Basic Statistics and Statistical Anlysis

qqnorm(x), qqline(x) compare x to normal distribution

boxplot(x) box plot

hist(x) histogram

add a legend at coordinates x1, y1

legend(x, y, labels1, lty=lty1, pch = pch1)

axis() or mtext() to create an axis

text(x,y, text1) add text to plot

nrow(x) number of rows

dim(x) dimension of the matrix x

Matrices

m["name",] row named "name"

m[,c(m,n)] columns m and n

m[,j] column j

m[i,] row i

m[i,j] the element at row i, column j

lines(x,y) add lines to an existing plot

points(x,y) add more points to a plot

Indexing Matrices

abline(h=11), abline(v=22) horizon or vertical lines

x[x %in% c("a","and","the")] elements in the given set

type="p" for points, “l” for lines, or “b” for both
xaxt="n" omit x axis, yaxt="n" omit y axis
lty = 2 dashed lines use integers > 1
pch = 15 set plotting character to letter or integer
main = "String" add a main title
xlab = "Lab1", ylab="Lab2" set axis labels
abline(int1, slope1) add a line to plot

Options within plot(): (separate with commas)

plot(y1 ∼ x1, data = data3)

plot(x1,y1) scatterplot, alternatively:

Graphs

x[x > m & x < n] all elements between m and n

x[x > m] all elements greater than m

x["name"] element named "name"

x[c(1,4,2)] specific elements

x[-(1:n)] elements from n+1 to the end

x[1:n] first n elements

x[-n] all but the nth element

x[n] nth element

Indexing Vectors

Slicing and extracting data
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Linear regression
•

Regression (prediction of continuous outcomes) through linear
models.

•

What does “linear” refer to?
The formula must look linear: y = Effect 1 + Effect 2
But there are ways to introduce nonlinear effects anyway.

Much of this should be review, but emphasis different.
Prediction, not hypothesis testing!
What is most useful. Not “what is asymptotically
efficient, under the following assumptions of Gaussian
etc.”
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• On the left, all of the homes are grouped together.
• On the right, home prices are grouped by # baths.
• The marginal mean is a simple number.
• The conditional mean is a function that depends on
covariates (other variables)
• The data is distributed randomly around these means.

• Many problems in BD involve a response of interest (‘y’) and a
set of covariates (‘x’) to be used for prediction.
• A general tactic is to deal in averages and lines.
We’ll model the conditional mean for y given x,

• E[y |x] = f(x′β)
• x = [x0, x1, x2, . . . xp] is your vector of covariates.

• β = [β0, β1, β2, . . . βp]

are corresponding coefficients.

•

•

y = error + x′β = β + x β + x β + . . . + x β + 𝛆
0
1 1
2 2
p p

Linear models
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•

•

With just one x, we have simple linear regression.
β is the partial derivative ∂y/∂x

E[y] increases by β for every unit increase in x.
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• y=

β +x β +x β +...+x β
0
1 1
2 2
p p

+𝛆

• Basic assumption: Whole effect = sum of the parts
• Total outcome = sum of individual contributions of Xi’s
• Mathematical justification: In a narrow region it’s [almost]
always a good approximation. (Taylor series approximation)
• Very convenient to work with, well behaved

• It fails miserably in some situations
• House value as you get close to the ocean.

“Linear” models
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• Convert nonlinear effects to linear variables
=> still a “linear” model
• Create new variables = nonlinear combinations of original
variables
• Outcomes y and causes x can both be combinations
• Transform variables e.g. percent change instead of
absolute change. Use Log(x)
• “log” = natural log for ease of interpretation as % change

“Linearity” is not as tough as it
seems to achieve.
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• Interactions: Create a new variable (X1 * X2).
• Discontinuous effects: X has certain effects up to a
transition point; above that point it has very different
effects.
• Example: Above age 65, most people are retired, so
their behavior changes. Create a dummy variable called
A65 = 1 if age > 65.
• Insert columns for Xi*A65
• Base Bi = effect for people younger than 65
• Bi + BA65 = effect for people older than 65
• If there is no effect of age, what is BA65
• Texbook supplement April 23,2017
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Add nonlinear transforms

gap = Beta2

+ Z Beta2

Dummy variables
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Interaction
Beyond additive effects: variables change how others act on y.
An interaction term is the product of two covariates,
E[ y | x ] =

β + x β + x β + x x β12 . . . + x β .+
0
1 1
2 2
1 2
p p

so that the effect on E[y] of a unit increase in xj depends upon xk!
Interactions play a massive role in statistical learning, and they
are often central to social science and business questions.
I
I
I

Does gender change the effect of education on wages?
Do patients recover faster when taking drug A?
How does advertisement affect price sensitivity?
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Example: Orange Juice
prices in Chicago
Three brands :Tropicana,
Minute Maid, Dominicks
83 Chicagoland Stores
Demographic info for each
Price, sales (log units moved),
and whether advertised (feat)
data in oj.csv, code in oj.R.

from bayesm & Montgomery, 1987

Juice data: price, brand, and sales

Each brand occupies a well defined price range. But there is overlap.
Sales decrease with price within each brand.
But aggregating over brands, you can have a high price OJ selling same
amount as low price one. [How: 2 different brands.]
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log linear model:
We often model the mean for log(y) instead of y.
Why? Multiplicative (rather than additive) change.
log(y) = log(a) + x β

⇔ y = a e xβ

.

Predicted y is multiplied by eβ after a unit increase in x.
Recall that log(y) = z , ez = y where e = 2.7
log(ab) = log(a) + log(b) and log(ab) = blog(a).
use log = ln, natural log. Anything else will be noted, e.g., log2.
Whenever y changes on a percentage scale, use log(y).
prices: “... Foreclosed homes sell at a 20% to 30% discount”
sales: “... our y.o.y. sales are up 20% across models”
Defects, sizes , rainfall: most things that are strictly positive.
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Thinking About Scale

10000

When making a linear point (this goes up, that goes down) think
about the scale on which you expect find linearity.
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If your scatterplots look like the left panel, consider using log.
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Price Elasticity
A simple orange juice ‘elasticity model’ for sales y has
E[log(y)] =

β log(price) + constant

Elasticities and log-log regression: for small values we can
interpret. β as % change in y per 1% increase in price.
We run this in R:
glm(logmove
(Intercept)
10.8288

⇠

log(price) + brand, data=oj)
log(price)
branBDinute.maid brandtropicana
-3.1387
0.8702
1.5299

and see sales drop by about 3.1% for every 1% price hike.
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Regression in raw R in one slide
You need only one command
Out <- glm(y ~

var1 + ...

+ varP, data=Mydata)

glm stands for Generalized Linear Model.
lm works too, but glm does more.
y ~ a + b is the ‘formula’ that defines your regression.
The object Out is results of the analysis (type names(Reg)).
summary(Out ) prints a bunch of information.
coef(Out ) gives coefficients.
predict(Out , newdata=Mynewdata) predicts.
Mynewdata must be a data frame with exactly the same
format as Mydata (same variable names, same factor levels).
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Fitting interactions in R: use * in your formula.
glm(logmove
Coefficients:

⇠

log(price)*brand, data=oj)
(Intercept)
10.95468

log(price)
-3.37753

branBDinute.maid
brandtropicana
0.88825
0.96239
log(price):brandminute.maid log(price):brandtropicana
0.05679
0.66576

This is the model E[log(v)] = ↵b + b log(price):
a separate intercept and slope for each brand ‘b’.
Elasticities are
dominicks: -3.4, minute maid: -3.3, tropicana: -2.7.
Where do these numbers come from? Do they make sense?
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The summary function gives coefficients, plus some other info.
The bit at the bottom is especially useful:
summary(spammy) ...
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 6170.2 on 4600 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1815.8 on 4543 degrees of freedom
AIC: 1931.8

The same stuff is in output for our linear Orange Juice regression.
summary(ojreg) ...
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 0.48)
Null deviance: 30079 on 28946 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 13975 on 28935 degrees of freedom
AIC: 61094

These are stats on goodness of fit, and they are useful in either linear or
logistic regression. Understanding deviance ties it all together.
27

Interpreting results
Wednesday April 25, 2018
24

Value of coefficients β

Classical stats =
Data Analytics =
Academic
Decision Making
hypothesis testing
Understand causal Choose what to do
relationships
when a decision
Goal
must be made
Errors of all data
Errors for holdout
Measuring model
points
predictions
quality
(validate/test) only.
Mean squared errors Appropriate for
( traditional little
situation. E.g. mean
Loss function
theoretical rational) absolute % error
Statistical
Managerially
Which variables significance only.
important only.
matter?
t-stat > 2 ⇔ p < .05 βi * Range(Xi)
Creating new
Based on economic
variables from old
theory
(e.g. interactions)

Physical theory +
trial and error.
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Comment
Choosing to do
nothing is still a
choice.
Avoid unlikely
assumptions about
error distributions

Best is stat
significant and
managerially
important

Prediction ≠ Hypothesis test
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• Q: Why don’t we use Mean Squared Error as in classical statistics?
Answer: Mean Squared Error (= Sum of Squared Errors) has no
particular rationale except 1) history 2) math convenience.
• Q: What else can we use?
Answer: Mean Absolute Error; Mean Absolute Percentage Error;
Mean Error
Any choice for the objective function has both advantages and drawbacks.
For least squares regression a serious drawback is that it is very sensitive to
the data: a few erroneous or otherwise outlying data points can severely
skew the resultant linear function.
Once we view linear regression simply as an instance of fitting a (linear)
model to data, we see that we have to choose the objective function to
optimize —and we should do so with the ultimate business application in
mind. From: Data Science for Business, Foster Provost and Tom Fawcett

How measure prediction error?
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Which variables matter?

• In BDA prediction or classification, we care about variables that affect the
result. High value of (βi × ( max(Data$X) - min(Data$X) )
• In classical statistics, we care about variables we are sure of
(High t statistic —> Tight confidence interval)
• Example: In stepwise regression, which variable to add next?
DMBA textbook is wrong; it says to choose variables with high t statistic
How much does
variable Xi matter?
Managerial importance:
LOW
Managerial importance:
HIGH

Stat significance:
LOW

Stat significance:
High
Classical: Xi YES

Ignore Xi
BDA: Xi NO
Classical: Xi NO
Xi is important for both
BDA: Xi YES

This is one reason I don’t like the main textbook’s discussion of linear regression. Instead,
28
read Gareth James et al, ISLR An Introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications in
R.” (Supplementary textbook.) Chapter 3.

Classical stats =
Data Analytics =
Academic
Decision Making
Comment
hypothesis testing
Understand causal Choose what decision Choosing to do
Goal
relationships
to make
nothing is still a
choice.
Errors of all data
Errors for holdout
Avoid unlikely
Measuring model
points, including
predictions (validate/ assumptions about
quality
estimation data
test) only.
error distributions
Mean squared errors Appropriate for
(little theoretical
situation. E.g. mean
Loss function
rational)
absolute % error
Statistical
Managerially
Which variables significance only.
important only.
Fortunately, these
matter?
t-stat > 2 ⇔ p < .05 βi * Range(Xi)
tend to be correlated.
Creating new
Based
on
economic
Physical theory
+
Prediction
≠ theory
Hypothesis
test
variables from old
trial and error.
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(e.g. interactions)

Do it for EPA
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1. Rstudio
2. Rattle (at first)
3. Cheat sheets or R book - in PDF, hard copy, or web browser
4. Word processor for history/logs (built into RStudio)
• Miscellaneous:
• Assignment
• Textbook
• Excel
• Operating system to find files

4+ apps open to use R!
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1. setwd(“~/Documents/…./EPA fuel efficiency 2015")
2. EPA.DATA.vehicles.86.to.15.shrunk <- read.csv("~/Documents/REB docs '12/Teaching/
Big data IRGN 452/R data dir/EPA fuel efficiency 2015/EPA DATA vehicles 86 to 15
shrunk.csv") #done automatically using the Tools/Import Dataset menu in Rstudio.
3. View(EPA.DATA.vehicles.86.to.15.shrunk)
4. str( Df <- EPA.DATA.vehicles.86.to.15.shrunk ) #show structure
5. table(Df$fuelType1) #simple one-way table of occurrences
8. OK.fuel <- Df$fuelType1 == "Diesel"
9. sum(OK.fuel) #counts number of occurrences, to check that OK.fuel is what I want.
10. OK.fuelP <- Df$fuelType1 == "Premium Gasoline"
11. sum(OK.fuelP)
12. OK.fuelR <- Df$fuelType1 == "Regular Gasoline"
13. sum(OK.fuelR)
14. OK.fuel <- OK.fuel | OK.fuelP |OK.fuelR #combine all 3 fuel types, and only those fuel
types

Variable names start w capital32
letters

Introduce continuous outcomes aka “regression”
Setting up linear models:
Dummy variables for ‘factors’
Modeling nonlinearities: interactions
Transformations e.g. square, log of x
Interpreting regression Results:
Physical meaning of the coefficients
Which variables matter?
Importance vs statistical significance
Measure overall model performance: Mean Absolute Error
Other differences BDA vs Classical Stats = Hypothesis testing
Homework: estimating EPA fuel efficiency
Using Rattle and R together
Transforming data
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Learning Objectives week 4; How did we do?

